Mg-Krete™ tools and equipment:

1/2" drill motor D130
Paddle mixer
Completely clean steel trowels for finishing concrete. At least 4
Pool trowels for finishing at least 2
Margin trowels
Edgers Brass

Groover

6 mil clear plastic sheet
Duct Tape to hold the plastic sheets down and edge the areas.
Forming material to keep the grass off the concrete. Can be plastic like you would use for edging a garden.
Bracing for the form material
Some rubber mallets
Several 5 gallon pails
A measuring container which holds 1 quart.
4 1 gallon empty pails.
Several rolls of paper towels
A rub brick
A soft bristle broom if you want the walks broom finished.
A brush or 2 for tool cleanup
You should have 1 man finishing and 1 man mixing, cleaning tools and general duties.